J & J Studio Sofa
MSDS Studio
J & J Studio Sofa’s curved steel frame shapes beautifully in a drawing, but the manufacturing process to create the shape would be a challenge to any metal fabricator. However, employing the cutting edge manufacturing techniques Nienkämper has fabulously created the shape.

The J & J Studio Sofa is a perfect balance between comfort and style. The sofa cushions are a combination of cut foam with and overlay of Dacron pillow. This provides a soft comfortable sit of a pillow with the architectural precision of molded foam. The upholstered elements are raised off the floor to allow for easy cleaning around and under the sofa.

The J & J Studio Sofa is available as a lounge chair, a 2 seat sofa, and a 3 seat sofa and all sizes are available in either low- or high-back versions. The exposed frame available in a polished or brushed chrome, raw steel and can also be specified in a powder coat finish. The outside back of the sofa, seat and back cushions can be specified in leather or fabric. This variety of configurations – both structural and material – allow for a variety of possible combinations.